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Sadhana Instructions For Spiritual Aspirants
By Jagadguru Shri Kripalu Ji Maharaj
In this article, we present the Sadhana rules established by Shri
Maharaj ji to help us understand the importance of Sadhana in
our spiritual journey.
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Be attentive when you sit for Sadhana. Stand up if you feel lazy.
However, try to engage your mind in constant remembrance of
Shyamsundar alone.
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Chant the glories of your chosen form of God ONLY. Remember! One gets attracted towards someone by
knowing about their special attributes. Lord Krishna has numerous attributes like protector of wrong doers,
friend of fallen souls, supporter of devotees etc. To attract your mind towards Him, think about these
exclusive virtues.
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Chanting alone is not sufficient. Singers also chant, yet they do not realize God! While singing the glories of
God, create sentiments like I am an offender, a fallen soul and a sinner carrying a burden of innumerable
sins. Whereas He is causelessly merciful, admirer of devotees, redeemer of offenders and fallen souls and
so on.
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Why do we feel sleepy in Keertan? Because we do not focus on the Divine Form of God (roopdhyan). Our
heart does not melt since we do not love God. This is the reason.
५.

,
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Keep your eyes closed while doing roopdhyan. Otherwise in the
initial stages of practice, you will tend to notice people entering
and leaving (the hall) and won’t be able to focus on
Shyamsundar. Roopdhyan is indispensable. Without it you
won’t realize any spiritual benefit from your physical activities.
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To derive full benefit of your visit to the ashram during Sadhana
time, feel that Omniscient God and Guru are with you all the
time even while you are not in the Sadhana Hall. Feel that they
are witnessing all your actions. Also take a vow that you will
observe silence during the duration of your stay.

Glories to Ma Durga

।।‘

For the purpose of doing roopdhyan, meditate on Shri Krishna’s
form as per your liking and interest; you can choose His form
either as a child, adolescent or youth. Upon God realization,
Shyamsundar will appear in front of you in the form you have
imagined in your Roopdhyan. Do not desire to see Him in his
divine form as a precursor to starting your Roopdhyan-practice;
else you will become an atheist. This is because our eyes are
material and material eyes can only see material Ram and not
Divine Ram. “Chidanandmaya......adhikari”. (His body is divine
and only deserving souls can see His Divine Form). Hence, don’t
ever contemplate on seeing Him before becoming a worthy
soul.
७.
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जय जय जय जय दर्
ु ाा मैया र्ोविन्द राधे,
औ
।

।

कृपा करर मोहे कृष्ण प्रेम ददला दे |
Jai Jai Jai Jai Durga Maiya Govind Radhey
Kripa Kari Mohe Krishna Prem Dila De.
O mother Durga! Please bestow the love of Shri Krishna to me.

While doing Roopdhyan of the Divine Couple you may
participate in any Leela and develop an intense desire to meet
and see them. Shed incessant tears. But be advised! Do not
consider any tear to be real until Shyamsundar Himself comes
to wipe them off with His Pitambar (yellow garment). Increase
your desire to see Him to the extent that there would be a
tough fight between your eyes and your life (whether your eyes
will fail first, due to shedding constant tears for Him or will your
life leave the body first due to intense longing). Your yearning
to see Him should increase every moment and rise to such an
extent that every moment would seem like an era. But, don’t
be disappointed if despite your intense longing your Beloved
does not appear.

ए

।
।।

Mohin shyam ki bnanai de, durge maan.
Tohin chunari charheihon durge maan.
Please associate me with Shyamsundar only. I will offer you a
beautiful chunari.

।
ए

।।

Asa vara de vara de, durge maan,
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Shyam gopi banai de, durge maan.
O mother Durga! Bless me with such a boon that I get a chance to
become a gopi of Shyamsundar.

Here is Shri Maharaj Ji’s short lecture on importance of
mother Durga.

Mother Parvati had granted a boon to Sita Ji, that “May you
attain Shri Ram as your Husband”. So we too worship mother
Durga and ask for a boon to, “Bless us so that we can attain the
love of our Beloved Shri Krishna”.

O Sleeping Bride Rise!!!

The ultimate role models of “divine love” are the milk maidens
of Braj. There foot dust is desired even by Bhagwan Shankar,
the eternally liberated 4 sons of Brahma, King Janak of Mithila,
Uddhav and all other Paramhans. These great Paramhans
appeared as trees in the land of Braj to get the foot dust of the
Gopis. No-one has or will ever be able to reach the pinnacle of
selfless Love as demonstrated by the maidens of Braj.
The Gopis of Braj, who reached the state of Mahabhav, can be
categorized into 2 classes - the married and unmarried gopis.
The love of the married ones is considered greater than that of
the unmarried ones, as the unmarried ones loved Shri Krishna
openly, while the married ones loved Shri Krishna secretly. The
love of both of these classes of gopis is of the highest class.
Both of these groups worshipped mother Durga.

10.22.4
Mother Durga is referred by several names and has several
forms. She has four arms, eight arms, thousand arms etc. in her
form as Durga. Katyayni Devi is also a form of Durga. She is also
referred to as Yogmaya, the daughter of Yashoda, and an elder
sister of Shri Krishna.
The story goes like this, Yashoda gave birth to a daughter
named Yogmaya and Devaki gave birth to a son named Shri
Krishna. On the dark rainy night, after the birth of Shri Krishna,
Vasudev picked up Yashoda’s daughter Yogmaya and lay Shri
Krishna beside her. Kansa tried to kill Yogmaya, by flinging her
on the rock, but before she hit the rock she flew in the sky and
appeared in a divine form with eight hands. She scolded Kansa
saying, “O devil Kans! You cannot kill me and the one who will
kill you has already taken birth”. It is that Katyayni Devi or
Yogmaya or Durga whom the maidens of Braj worshipped and
asked for a boon that Shri Krishna should be my husband.
10.22.4
O Katyayni Devi! We pay our humble obeisance to you. Please
grant us a boon that Shri Krishna may become our husband.
The same Goddess Durga incarnated as mother Parvati during
the dissension period of Ram.

O bride! You have been sleeping since eternity. Now it’s the
time to wake up.
There are three eternal entities: Brahm (God), Jeev (Individual
beings) and Maya (Cosmic energy). Only Maya is insentient, the
other two are sentient. The sentient entities God and Jeev are
related to each other so intimately and exclusively that every
relation in the world applies to God Alone. i.e. father-son,
mother-daughter, master-servant, beloved-lover every
relationship of every soul is with God ALONE. Souls are not
related to each other. All relationships seen in the world exist
only as long as the body lives.
In every temple this verse is recited:

You alone are my mother, father, relative, friend, knowledge
and wealth. You alone are my everything.
This is obvious since only these two entities are sentient. Jeev
being sentient cannot be related to the non-sentient entity,
Maya. But we have not been able to comprehend this relation
since eternity. And not comprehending it is the root cause of
our ignorance and miseries.
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It is our ignorance that we consider the bodies of other beings
as our relatives. Physical relatives may be compared to
travelers journeying with you. While on your journey, you make
friendships with them and share a good time. But when one of
them reaches their destination, they get off the vehicle and
leave without any feeling of separation from you.
Although Jeev and God are exclusively related to each other,
their characteristics are totally different from each other. God
is ‘Sat’. He and His body both are eternal. But the body of an
individual
being
is
mortal
and
ever
changing.

So, the poet is addressing the soul saying, “O sleeping bride!
Wake up.” Why is the poet awakening the bride and not the
bridegroom? In Sanskrit Grammar, the words Jeev and Atma,
denote masculine gender but the real form of Jeev is feminine.
God is the Supreme Man, however, God is also referred to as
Brahm and Brahma denotes neutral gender. So, words are not
that important.
|
Brahma (creator) is also a Jeev.

God is Omniscient.

The individual soul when born knows nothing, recognizes
nobody. He gradually learns to recognize his mother. Then after
practicing for a long time, learns to recognize and learn A, B, C,
etc. God, on the other hand is always omniscient.

Brahm is the embodiment of bliss. And since eternity, despite
relentless pursuit, the soul has not managed to attain even a
single drop of unending bliss. 99% of the people do not even
know the meaning of bliss. There is so much ignorance!!

There are two birds in our “anatahkaran”. One is us and the
other is our father, God. These two birds permanently dwell in
our mind, our father and us. One is the controller of Maya, who
gives the power to the other to perform actions and also
continuously watches the actions of the other bird (Individual
Beings) and gives him the results of his actions out of His
causeless mercy.

The other one (Jeev) is controlled by Maya and performs
various actions unceasingly to be free from Maya and bears the
fruits of his actions. God notes down every single action that a
Jeev performs and gives him fruits for his actions. If God did not
give us the fruits of our actions, performed in our previous
lifetimes, Jeev could never attain God realization, as he would
have to start afresh, in each lifetime. Thus we know that our
eternal father is really kind and merciful.
“Sada Son” means since eternity. We are an eternal part of God
yet we are ignorant and under the influence of Maya since
eternity. We are given a choice to be free from Maya. Once a
soul gets free from Maya, it can never be gripped by Maya
again.
God is always blissful. And since eternity, despite relentless
pursuit, the soul hasn’t managed to attain even a single drop of
unending bliss.

According to the Vedas, all souls including Brahma are
considered to be feminine. Only Shri Krishna is the Supreme
Man. Gender is given to the body and body keeps changing
genders in different forms of life. So, we all are women and Shri
Krishna is the only Man and beloved of all souls.
That is why it is said, “O bride!” You have been sleeping since
eternity, now the time has come to wake up. For instance, a
worldly woman has to wake up and associate with her husband
to fulfill her desires. Similarly, to be free from the afflictions of
material desires, one has to give up the slumber of ignorance
and wake up to meet the eternal beloved and embrace Him.
So how should we wake up, since Maya is constantly giving us
allurements to be more engaged in the same slumber of the
matters of the world? Yes, it is true. Hence, the poet says:

The Rasik Saint himself has arrived to wake you up, which is the
best sign of your fortune. O Sakhi, the saint is like your sakhi
(friend), who is sent by your merciful beloved Shyamsundar to
wake you up, so that you may attain Him and through attaining
Him, attain unlimited bliss of divine love.
But our condition is similar to that of a drunken man, who is
lying in a gutter. When a well-wisher tries to bring him back to
his bed, he says in intoxication, “Oh, I am already sleeping
comfortably in my bed. Don’t disturb me.” That poor guy
cannot differentiate the filthy gutter from his lavish home.
Rather he yells at the one who is trying to awaken him.
Our state is similar to that drunkard. Saints try to wake us up,
but we abuse them and consider them our enemy. They still
love us and provide us spiritual guidance and direction. We
admire them too. But again, we fall into the sleep of ignorance.
Just like a child whose mother tries to arouse him and sits him
up. But as soon as the mother leaves her hold, the child falls
right back to sleep. We are precisely like this. We remain awake
in the association of a saint, listen to his discourses and get
guidance. Once the saint leaves us after waking us up to help
other aspirants, our father, mother, brother, and sister would
immediately pull us back into the worldly mire. The saint
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cannot remain with one person all the time. He has come to
deliver other aspirants too. We should listen to him carefully
and follow his teachings.
If the child, after being awakened by his mother, thinks, “Oh, I
have to go to school, I should wake up now; I have to build my
future”, then the child refrains from the joy of sleeping and
wakes up and works diligently until one day the same child
becomes a virtuous man.
Similarly, if a person constantly revises the knowledge granted
by the saint, and desists enjoying the pleasure of sensory
organs (referred to as sleep in the child’s example), by
understanding that all pleasures of the world are momentary
and do not grant true happiness; that I am a soul and my true
happiness lies in God, then following the instructions of the
Guru, one attains their ultimate goal of meeting the our divine
beloved Shyamsundar (God) forever.

Sunahu Sadhak Pyare – Part 11

Using a single word, “sin,” Shri Krishna covered both sins and
virtues. He told Arjun, “I will liberate you from the results of all
your actions – sinful and virtuous, as you can attain freedom,
only when all your actions are burnt. Thus, sin means both
virtues and sin in Vedas. Loving God and His Saints is neither a
good nor a bad action. It is considered a divine action and does
not result in any kind of bondage. Since eternity, we have
considered ourselves to be the body and have thus been
attached to the relatives of this body - father, mother, brother,
sister etc. All our relatives are material beings i.e. they are
under the bondage of maya. Constant remembrance of
material beings, belongings or objects, further engrosses our
mind in material thoughts, thereby contaminating it further. To
cleanse the mind, it is important to focus our thoughts on pure
personalities. Only God and God realized saints are pure
personalities, untouched by the vices of Maya. They are the
controllers and governors of Maya. Maya cannot overpower
them.

All planets from earth to the abode of Brahma (creator) are
material and temporary. Attachment to any person or object on
these planets, will engage you deeper in material bondage.
Being turned away from God since eternity, we have
considered ourselves to be the body and have thus committed
the mistake of attaching our mind to material beings and
objects, thereby committing innumerable sins.

Do not refrain from your duties. Shri Krishna says to Arjun.

Don’t worry, “I will absolve you from all your sins.” The result of
sinful actions is hellish abodes and the result of virtuous actions
is celestial abodes, both of which result in bondage. So, even if
one is absolved of their sins, virtues will still remain, causing the
soul to suffer the bondage of celestial abodes (Heaven). So, Shri
Krishna said that He will free Arjun from the results of all his
sins meaning both unrighteous (“paap”) and righteous
(“punya”) deeds.

Everything is this world is temporary and transient. We have
been the king of heaven millions of times. We have taken birth
as animals, birds, insects and humans innumerable times. Even
in the human form, in different lifetimes, we have been rich
and poor, ugly and beautiful, illiterate and a genius. However,
we have never attained pure, ever increasing happiness at any
time. Instead, the worldly happiness that we experience
diminishes with time. Initially we experience a lot of joy, which
slowly diminishes and finally vanishes. For instance, many
people come to visit and see a newly-wed bride. Yet they never
come back to see her again, as they are not attached to her.
Even the attachment between the husband and wife keeps
fluctuating every day, because the love of worldly people
increases and decreases based on the fulfillment of their
desires. If we have little hope that someone will help us, our
attachment to that person will diminish while if we are truly
hopeful that someone will help us, our attachment to that
person increases.
This is a true and bare picture of the nature of the entire world
going all the way up to the abode of Brahma.
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Kidz Section
Detachment

Kautsa gladly accepted his Guru’s instruction and started to
make plans to get 16,000 gold coins. He thought, “As a
Brahmin, I have the right to beg for alms. I will beg for 16,000
gold coins. But who will have so many gold coins to give in
alms!” All of a sudden an idea flashed through his mind. He
thought of approaching King Raghu. King Raghu was the

great grandfather of Lord Ram and was widely
known for his magnanimity and benevolence. Kautsa
thought that King Raghu would certainly have that much to
give.”
So, Kautsa went to see King Raghu. As he reached the King’s
palace, he saw King Raghu dressed in ordinary clothes. King
Raghu welcomed Kautsa by washing his feet in vessel made of
clay. Kautsa was given a warm welcome but he was
disappointed. He thought in his mind that if the king is

washing my feet in clay vessels, then he would not
have anything to offer to him.

Preface: In olden times, students used to live in their Guru’s
ashram to study and complete their education. At the
completion of their studies, they used to make an offering to
their Guru as a token of their gratitude towards him. This
offering was called “Guru Dakshina”. Kautsa, the son of
Devdatta, an ordinary Brahmin of the city Paithan, was a
disciple of Sage Vartantu. After completing his studies in the
Ashram, he humbly asked His Guru “Guru Ji, I wish to offer you
Guru Dakshina. Please instruct me as to what should I offer?”
Guru Ji replied, saying, “I know that you come from a humble
background and have nothing to offer to me. I am very pleased
with your impeccable services. You don’t need to offer me
anything. You are free to go and practise what you have learnt
from me.”
Kautsa pleaded to Him, “Guru Ji! There must be something that
I can offer you. Please oblige me by asking for an
offering”. Seeing his disciple’s constant persistence, Guru Ji
finally agreed and said, “Alright, I have given you the
knowledge of 16 subjects. Hence bring me 16,000 gold coins.”

King Raghu welcomed the young Brahmin and asked him the
purpose of his visit. Kautsa replied “Nothing. I was passing
through here and thought of seeing you”. King Raghu humbly
enquired, “Respected Brahmin! I know Brahmins don’t frequent
palaces. You must have come for a reason. Please tell me how I
can serve you?” Kautsa kept quiet. The king continued, “Please
tell me what is it that you desire is. It will be a great shame for
me if a Brahmin came to my door and left without satisfying his
desire.”
Hearing this, Kautsa told him the purpose of his visit, to get
16,000 gold coins to offer to his Guru as Guru Dakchhina. King
Raghu immediately summoned his treasurer and asked him to
check the royal treasury to see what it contains. The treasurer
came back dejected, saying, “My Lord! There is nothing left
there. You have given away even the Queen’s jewels in charity”.

King Raghu thought for a moment. He then
summoned his army chief and ordered him to
prepare the army to attack Kuber, the celestial God of
wealth, to get 16,000 gold coins from him, for in those times,
kings never begged for alms. Instead, they conquered other
kingdoms in battle, to get whatever they needed.
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Meanwhile, Kuber was relaxing in his palace, completely
unaware of Raghu’s plan to attack him. Just then, Sage Narad
arrived and said, “Kuber, Wake Up. Do you not know that King
Raghu is making preparations to attack you?”
Raghu’s strength was known to all. As a nine-year old, he had
single-handedly defeated Indra (The king of Heaven) and
dragged him in chains to his father Dilip, when Indra had stolen
Dilip’s horse, while he was performing the Ashwamedh Yagya.
Hearing Raghu’s name, Kuber panicked. “O Great Sage! Why
would Raghu attack me? What wrong have I done to him?”
Sage Narad replied, “Nothing. King Raghu needs 16,000 gold
coins to give in alms to a Brahmin. If you fill up his treasury with
16,000 coins, he will have no reason to fight with you.” Kuber
immediately filled King Raghu’s royal treasury with gold coins.
Seeing the royal treasury fill up, the treasurer came running to
Raghu and said “My Lord! A miracle seems to have happened.
The treasury is overflowing with gold coins.” Raghu called off
the attack and asked the treasurer to bring all the gold in the
treasury and give it to the young Brahmin.”

The young Brahmin replied, “I do not want all the gold. I only
want 16,000 coins for my Guru. I shall not accept any more.”
The situation became awkward, as Raghu would not agree to
keep any part of the wealth that came in the young Brahmin’s
name and the young Brahmin would not take more than 16,000
gold coins. Both were equally adamant.
Finally, Guru Ji was called upon to intervene and resolve the
conflict. Guru Ji then explained that he had asked for the
16,000 gold coins to test his disciple and that he did not need
any money. He instructed King Raghu to build rest houses,
granaries and temples and donate all the wealth for the wellbeing of society, which Raghu gladly obeyed.
Celestial gods have much more intellectual power than
humans. They realized that despite the knowledge they were so
attached to the material opulence in swarg lok that they could
not have forsaken it. On the other hand, Raghu (a human)
proved that he was completely detached from material
opulence. Seeing such strength in Raghu’s character, the demi
Gods from Swarg Lok, showered flowers on him and sang his
praises.

Upcoming Events
Bhakti Retreat in Edmonton, Canada
For a deeper understanding of the eternal Hindu Vedic
Scriptures and reinforce devotional feelings for God,
attend this 2 and a half day retreat in Edmonton, Alberta.
Venue:
Edmonton,
Alberta
Dates: Late November
Contacts: Sanjay Rattan 780-709-5691 / 780-665-1318,
Ranjeeta: 780-289-9045 / 780-665-1318

Intensive Devotional Retreat in New Jersey
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Experience Nectar of Divine Vrindavan, in 4-Day Intensive
Retreat with Sushri Banchary Didi Ji.
Venue: La Qunita Inn, 60 Cottontail Lane Somerset, NJ
Dates: 9.00 am EST 22nd Dec (Sat) to 11.00 am EST 25th
Dec, 2012 (Tue)
Contacts:
Jyotsna Vasudeva – 732-329-0210,
jyotsnatia@yahoo.com for details and registration

New Year 24 Hour Chanting, Austin
Feel the bliss of Braj Ras in 24 Hour Continuous Chanting
Venue: Radha Madhav Dham Austin, 400 Barsana Road,
Austin Texas
Dates: Noon 31st Dec, 2012 to noon 1st Jan, 2013

Past Events
Retreat at Welland, Ontario in Canada
A 3 day family spiritual Retreat was organized from June30th to
July2nd in Welland, Ontario. The retreat was attended by over
100 devotees coming from different parts of Canada and the US
including New York, Houston, Dallas and California.
During the Retreat, the days started with Hare Ram
Chanting session at 4.00am, followed by Yoga exercise, to
rejuvenate the mind and the body. This was followed by a
Parikrama session where everybody danced and chanted to the
melodious tune and words of Radhey Govind geet composed by
Shri Maharaj Ji.
On the second day of the Retreat, a picnic was organized at
Niagara Falls, which was thoroughly enjoyed by the
devotees. Didi Ji narrated many incidents about Shri Maharaj
Ji's younger days starting from the time when Maharaj Ji had
not yet been conferred the title of Jagadguruttam. Devotees
immensely enjoyed this sneak peek into Shri Maharaj Ji's life.
The Q&A session with Didi Ji, was another highlight of the
Retreat.
On the talent show night, the younger and the older devotees
participated in the fun events - Plays, jokes, dances, songs etc.
Overall it was a very enjoyable and spiritually rewarding 3 days

at the Retreat center that left everyone desiring for more and
asking about the dates of the next Retreat.

12 Hour Intensive Satsang at SKKA
On 4th Aug, 2012, a 12 hour intensive satsang was organized in
Shri Kripalu Kunj Ashram in Houston under the guidance of Didi
ji. The event was a great success. It was very well attended and
appreciated by devotees from different cities in US and Canada.
The devotees left longing for more such spiritually uplifting
events.

Retreat at Radha Madhav Dham, Austin
th

rd

From 1 Sept – 3 Sept, 2012 an intensive devotional retreat
was organized in Radha Madhav Dham Austin under the
guidance of Didi ji. Day used to begin with Yoga exercises that
energized people for a whole day of devotional fun.
Throughout the day devotees relished nectar of melodious
bhajans, description of Shri Krishn childhood pastimes,
devotional games, and lectures on the practical aspect of
devotion. The Q&A session was an excellent opportunity for the
devotees to clarify their spiritual doubts that inhibited their
spiritual progress.
While adults were busy performing intense Roopdhyan
Sadhana, the children were busy learning Indian musical
instruments like harmonium, dholak, manjeera etc, and
imbibing devotional concepts in a children friendly manner. On
Sunday night, all devotees enjoyed the 2 stage plays and a
dance performance by a young devotee. Devotees also got a
chance to perform physical service in the ashram. By the end of
the program everybody had only one thing to say “wow, I have
no words to describe what I feel”.

Festivals
Dushhera
Sharad Purnima
Deepawali

24 October, 2012
29 October, 2012
13 November, 2012

Govardhan Puja

14 November, 2012

Kartik Purnima

28 November, 2012

Gita Jayanti

23 December, 2012
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Divya Sandesh is published once every 3 months.
Please write to us for a free subscription at:

Happy Happy Happy

Shri Kripalu Kunj Ashram
2710 Ashford Trail Drive Houston TX 77082 USA

Or Call us At: (713) 344-1321
Or Email Us At: divyasandesh97@gmail.com
Or Register At: www.shrikripalukunj.org

Sharad
Purnima
To
All Devotees
Millions of obeisance
to our dear Guru dev on his 90th birthday
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